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Abstract

SRIM is a software package concerning the stopping and range of ions in matter. Since its introduction in 1985,

major upgrades are made about every five years. For SRIM-2003, the following major improvements were made: (1)

About 2200 new experimental stopping powers were added to the database, increasing it to over 25,000 stopping values.

(2) Improved corrections were made for the stopping of ions in compounds. (3) New heavy ion stopping calculations

have led to significant improvements on SRIM stopping accuracy. (4) A self-contained SRIM module has been included

to allow SRIM stopping and range values to be controlled and read by other software applications. A full catalog of

stopping power plots has been published at www.SRIM.org. Over 500 plots show the accuracy of the stopping and

ranges produced by SRIM along with 25,000 experimental data points. References to the citations which reported the

experimental data are included.
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1. Introduction

SRIM is a software package concerning the

stopping and range of ions in matter. It has been

continuously upgraded since its introduction in

1985 [1]. The physics behind SRIM was described

extensively in [1]. Since that time, corrections have

been made based on extensive experimental data

[2]. Ab initio calculations of ion stopping powers

have recently been described by Sigmund and
Schiwietz (see their papers in these Proceedings).

Major changes occur in SRIM about every five

years. The last major changes were in 1995 and

1998. In 1995 a complete overhaul was made of the
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stopping of relativistic light ions with energies

above 1 MeV/u. In 1998, special attention was
made to the Barkas effect and the theoretical

stopping of Li ions.
2. SRIM-2003 stopping accuracy

Shown in Table 1 are the statistical improve-
ments in SRIM’s stopping power accuracy when

compared to experimental data and also compared

to SRIM-1998. The right two columns show the

percentage of data points within 5% and within

10% of the SRIM calculation. The experimental

stopping powers for heavy ions contain far more

scatter than for light ions, hence there are larger

errors for heavy ions, Be–U.
The accuracy of SRIM-2003 for individual ions

or targets can be reviewed by viewing plots which

compare experimental values and the equivalent

http://www.SRIM.org
mail to: ziegler@srim.org


Fig. 1. The stopping of He ions in Al targets. The plot shows

experimental values of He ion stopping in Al targets. The lower

plot shows the ratio of experiment/theory, as a function of ion

energy. The upper plot shows the actual stopping, in units of

eV/(1015 atoms/cm2). At the right of the upper plot is a listing of

the original data citations. As noted, there is a total of 421 data

points taken from 43 papers, and they vary from SRIM cal-

culations by an average of 3.5%. Also noted is the mean ioni-

zation potential used for Al (hIi ¼ 166 eV) and the Fermi

velocity ratio for Al, V =VF ¼ 0:905. The hIi value is only used

for high energy stopping (>1 MeV/u), while the Fermi velocity

is important for lower velocities. A higher resolution plot is

available at www.SRIM.org.

Fig. 2. The stopping of heavy ions in Al targets. The plot shows

experimental stopping values of heavy ions (atomic numbers

4–92) in Al targets. The plot is organized similar to that of Fig.

1. There are 931 experimental data points taken from 148

citations, and the mean error of SRIM is 5.3%. Al targets are

easy to make and these targets tend to have small grains

without texture and contain few contaminants. So the accuracy

of SRIM is better than normal when compared to experimental

heavy ion data due to the consistency of the experimental data

points.

Table 1

Accuracy of SRIM stopping calculations

Approx.

data pts.

SRIM-1998 SRIM-2003 SRIM-2003

(within 5%)

SRIM-2003

(within 10%)

H ions 8300 4.5% 4.2% 74% 87%

He ions 6500 4.6% 4.1% 76% 89%

Li ions 1400 6.4% 5.1% 72% 83%

Be–U ions 9000 8.1% 6.1% 58% 82%

Overall accuracy 6.1% 4.8% 69% 86%

Notes to Table 1: The above table compares all 25,000+ data points to SRIM. If wacko points are omitted (those differing from SRIM

by more than 25%) then most of the above heavy ion accuracy numbers would be reduced by about 20%. The overall accuracy of

SRIM-2003 then reduces to 4.0% instead of 4.8%.

Approx. data points: Current total data points used in SRIM plots.

SRIM-1998: Comparison of SRIM-1998 stopping to experimental data. SRIM-1998 was the last major change in SRIM stopping

powers.

SRIM-2003: Current stopping power calculation.

SRIM-2003 (within 5%): Percentage of experimental data within 5% of the SRIM values.

SRIM-2003 (within 10%): Percentage of experimental data within 10% of the SRIM values.
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SRIM calculations. Fig. 1 shows a typical com-

parison for a light ion, He, in Al. Fig. 2 shows a

similar plot for all heavy ions, Be(4)–U(92) in Al.

Here, the stopping powers have been normalized
to the stopping of Al ions in Al (normalization

means that for any heavy ion, the relative error of

its experimental value to SRIM is plotted with the

same relative error on the plot of Al ions in Al).

Note that the scatter of data points is much higher

than for the case of He ions in Al, which increases

the perceived error of SRIM. Higher resolution

figures for each heavy ion and all elemental targets
are available at www.SRIM.org.
3. Stopping of ions in compounds

Bragg and Kleeman, in 1903, conducted stop-

ping experiments with a radium source in hydro-

carbon gases such as methyl bromide and methyl
iodide to find how alpha stopping depended on the

atomic weight of the target. They calculated the

stopping contribution of hydrogen and carbon

atoms in the hydrocarbon target gases by assum-
Fig. 3. Accuracy of Bragg’s rule in hydrocarbon compounds. In this

carbons is shown for pairs of compounds, with the relative contributio

solving using two unknowns. The units of the ordinate and abscissa

determinations of stopping by H and C atoms differs by almost 2· ove

importance of including bonding corrections in stopping powers (figu
ing a linear addition based on the chemical com-

position of H and C atoms in the targets. The

concept that the stopping power of a compound

may be estimated by the linear combination of the
stopping powers of its individual elements has

come to be known as Bragg’s rule [3].

This rule is reasonably accurate, and the mea-

sured stopping of ions in compounds usually devi-

ates less than 20% from that predicted by Bragg’s

rule. The accuracy of Bragg’s rule is limited because

the energy loss to the electrons in any material de-

pends on the detailed orbital and excitation struc-
ture of the matter, and any differences between

bonding in elemental materials and in compounds

will cause Bragg’s rule to become inaccurate. Fur-

ther, bonding changes may also alter the charge

state of the transiting ion, thus changing the

strength of its interaction with the target medium.

Detailed experimental studies of Bragg’s rule

started in the 1960s, and wide discrepancies were
found from simple additivity of stopping powers.

See Fig. 3 for an example of H and C non-addi-

tivity in simple hydrocarbons [4]. In this figure, the

stopping of He ions in various hydrocarbons was
figure, the stopping of He ions (at 500 keV) in various hydro-

ns of stopping in H and C extracted assuming Bragg’s rule and

are reduced stopping units, e [17]. It is found that the various

r the range of compounds. The result is a clear indication of the

re from [4]).
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measured for pairs of compounds, and the relative

contribution of H and C was extracted for each

pair (solving two equations with two unknowns).

It was found that the relative stopping contribu-
tions of H and C differ by almost 2· over the range
of compounds. Similar work studied more com-

plex hydrocarbons but instead of adding H and C

bonds, they added extra hydrocarbon molecules.

In this study, it was found that by adding identical

molecules to hydrocarbon strings, stopping line-

arity returned [5]. Adding new molecules to a

target just scaled the stopping by the extra number
of atoms. These results showed that atomic

bonding had large effects on stopping powers of

simple molecules while extra agglomeration of

molecules had a small stopping effect.

Since these early experiments, theorists have

shown that extensive calculations can predict the

stopping of light ions (usually protons) in hydro-

carbon compounds. Much of this work has been
based on a seminal paper by Sigmund that devel-

oped methods to account for detailed internal

motion within a medium [6]. This theory allows for

arbitrary electronic configurations in the target.

Sabin and Oddershede used this approach to cal-

culate stopping powers for protons in hydrocar-

bons with good success [7]. Sabin’s calculation

follows what is sometimes called the ‘‘K€oln core
and bond’’ (CAB) approach which is discussed in

detail below.

The core and bond (CAB) approach suggested

that stopping powers in compounds can be pre-

dicted using the superposition of stopping by

atomic ‘‘cores’’ and then adding the stopping

corresponding to the bonding electrons [8]. The

core stopping would simply follow Bragg’s rule for
the atoms of the compound, where we linearly add

the stopping from each of the atoms in the com-

pounds. The chemical bonds of the compound

would then contain the necessary stopping cor-

rection. They would be evaluated depending on

the simple chemical nature of the compound. For

example, for hydrocarbons, carbon in C–C, C@C
and CBC structures would have different bonding
contributions (C@C indicates a double-bond struc-

ture and CBC is a triple bond).

SRIM uses this CAB approach to generate

corrections between Bragg’s rule and compounds
containing the common elements in compounds:

H, C, N, O, F, S and Cl. These light atoms have

the largest bonding effect on stopping powers.

Heavier atoms are assumed not to contribute
anomalously to stopping because of their bonds

(discussed later in Section 4). When you use

SRIM, you have the option to use the compound

dictionary which contains the chemical bonding

information for about 150 common compounds.

The compounds with available corrections are

shown with a star symbol (I) next to the name.

When these compounds are selected, SRIM shows
the chemical bonding diagram and calculates the

best stopping correction. The correction is a vari-

ation from unity (1.0¼ no correction). Some cor-

rections are quite big: carbon atoms have almost a

4· change in stopping power from single bonds to

triple bonds. This large change indicates the

importance of making some sort of correction for

the stopping of ions in compounds.
The CAB corrections that SRIM uses have been

extracted from the stopping of H, He and Li ions

in more than 100 compounds, from 162 experi-

ments. The details of applying this correction are

described in [9]. SRIM correctly predicts the

stopping of H and He ions in compounds with an

accuracy of better than 2% at the peak of their

stopping power curve, �125 keV/u.
An example of a large correction for compound

targets is the 12% correction necessary for a target

of ethylene, C2H4 (gas). Shown in Fig. 4 is the

stopping of He ions into ethylene showing the

Bragg’s rule stopping estimate for (2 carbon) + (4

hydrogen) atoms (thick curve). These values are

clearly too small compared to the consistent values

reported in five papers. There are two corrections
that must be made. The stopping of He in Carbon

assumes a solid-phase target. The stopping of low

energy ions (<1 MeV/u) in gas phases usually is

lower than the equivalent stopping in solids.

Shown in the curve is the stopping due to carbon

solid (thin solid line) and carbon in gas phase (thin

dashed line). Then we must consider the bonding

effects. The ethylene molecule contains 4 H–C
single bonds, and a C@C double bond. From the

discussion above, the C@C bond adds significantly

to the stopping power near the peak of the stop-

ping. SRIM calculates that this increase is 8.3%.



Fig. 4. Corrections for stopping in compounds: helium ions in ethylene gas. The stopping of He ions in ethylene gas has been reported

in five papers. These results all agree within a few percent. Shown as a thick solid line is the Bragg’s rule stopping power estimate from

adding He stopping in carbon and hydrogen targets. To this must be added two kinds of corrections. First, the stopping in carbon

(solid phase) must be converted to the equivalent stopping for carbon (gas phase). This is shown in the lower pair of curves for carbon.

Also, an 8.3% correction must be added for the special bonding that occurs in ethylene gas. These two corrections sum to a total 12%

correction necessary for the final stopping, see upper dotted curve.
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So the two corrections make the total adjustment

to the stopping to be about 12%, and it brings the

calculation into reasonably accurate agreement

with the data.

A similar example can be made for a target of
water, H2O, see Fig. 5. The stopping of He ions in

gaseous H and O is shown with the lower two

lines. The stopping in gaseous water vapor is

essentially the Bragg’s rule sum since the bonding

correction is only 1%. However, for solid water

(ice), there is a large 5% correction required be-

cause of the phase change. When this is applied,

there is good agreement between SRIM and the
data from the 10 experimental reports [10].

The limitations of the CAB approach should be

mentioned:

(A) The most important limitation might be

that of the target band-gap. Experiments on

insulating targets dominate the experimental re-

sults that we use. For compounds which are con-

ducting, there might be an error with the
calculated stopping correction being too small.

Theoretically, band-gap materials are expected to
have lower stopping powers than equivalent con-

ductors because the small energy transfers to tar-

get electrons are not available in insulators. It is

not clear what the magnitude of this effect is, but

about 50 papers have discussed the stopping of
ions in metals and their oxides, e.g. targets of Fe,

Fe2O3 and Fe3O4. These experiments evaluated

similar materials with and without band-gaps. No

significant differences were found that could be

attributed to the band-gap. Measurements have

also been made of the stopping of H and He ions

into ice (solid water) with various dopings of salt

(NaCl). No change of energy loss was observed for
up to six orders of magnitude change in resistivity

of the ice [10].

(B) The scaling of ion stopping from H to He to

Li ions is assumed to be independent of target

material. This assumption has been evaluated with

27 targets which have been measured for two of

the three ions (at the same ion velocity) and 6 of

these targets have been measured for all three ions
(see listings in [10]). In all cases, the stopping

scaled identically within 4%. That is, for H



Fig. 5. Corrections for stopping in compounds: He ions in water. The effects on stopping of target phase are illustrated in the figure for

the stopping of He ions in water (solid and gaseous). A total of 14 measurements are shown. The special bonding of H–O in water is

approximately the same for H–H and O–O bonds, so the stopping in the gaseous H2O is the same as found using Bragg’s rule.

However, a large 5% phase correction must be applied to calculate the stopping of H2O in solid form.
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(125 keV) and He (500 keV) and Li (875 keV) the

scaling of stopping powers was 1:2.7:4.7 for the

27 targets (average error was <4%). (For those

unfamiliar with stopping theory, the primary

parameter for the scaling of stopping powers is the

ion velocity, which reduces to scaling in units of
keV/a.)

(C) The light elements of He and Ne are missing

from the above list of target bonding atoms. No
Table 2

Bragg’s rule accuracy in heavy compounds

Compound Deviation from

Bragg’s rule (%)

Compound D

B

Al2O3 <1 HfSi2 <

Au–Ag alloys <1 NbC <

Au–Cu alloys <2 NbN <

BaCl2 <2 Nb2O5 <

BaF2 <2 RhSi <

Fe2O3 <1 SiC <

Fe3O4 <1

Note: For compounds which contain elements with atomic numbers g

Bragg’s rule. The CAB approach can be used for the small atomic n

normal stopping contribution of the other components of the compo
comparative experiments have been done on the

stopping into elemental He in solid/gas phases.

However, studies of stopping into targets of Ne

and Ar have been conducted in both gas and solid

form. These papers show no significant difference

between the stopping in gas and solid phases. It
appears that the van der Waals forces, which hold

noble gases together in frozen form, are too weak

to effect the energy loss of ions. Of particular note
eviation from

ragg’s rule (%)

Compound Deviation from

Bragg’s rule (%)

2 Si3N4 <2

2 Ta2O5 <1

2 TiO2 <1

1 W2N3 <2

2 WO3 <2

2 ZnO <1

reater than 12, it is possible to combine the CAB approach with

umber cores and bonds, and these can be combined with the

und.
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is the extensive work done in a Ph.D. paper by

Besenbacher et al. [11].

(D) The light target atoms of Li, Be and B are

missing from the list of bonding atoms with cor-
rections. This is a serious defect. The number of

papers that have looked at compounds which

contain significant amounts of these three elements

is too limited to allow their evaluation. Target

atoms of these three elements are considered by

SRIM to have no bonding correction, which is

clearly not true. But without experimental data,

there is no reliable way to evaluate the contribu-
tion of their bonds in compounds.

(E) Bragg’s rule and heavy target elements. We

have concentrated on the analysis of the stopping

of ions in compounds made up of light elements.

For compounds with heavier atoms, many exper-

iments have shown that deviations from Bragg’s

rule disappear. In Table 2 are shown representa-

tive examples of ion stopping in various com-
pounds containing heavy elements. None show

measurable deviations from Bragg’s rule. These
Fig. 6. Stopping of high energy heavy ions in aluminum. The figure

for high energy (>1 MeV/u) ions in aluminum. The data shown is fr

The mean error is 2.7%. There are several heavy ion data points at abo

than SRIM values. This is of the order of estimated nuclear reaction

MeV/u).
and other similar results were reviewed in the

1980s [12,13].
4. Stopping of high energy heavy ions

The stopping powers of high energy (E > 1

MeV/u) heavy ions (Z > 3) have two separate

components. First is the charge state of these ions,

which is traditionally addressed by using the

Brandt–Kitagawa approximation, and then the

many high velocity effects lumped into modern
Bethe–Bloch theory.

The Brandt–Kitagawa (BK) theory [14] is easi-

est to understand relative to the Bohr theory of the

average charge state of heavy ions [15]. Bohr

suggested the simple picture that the energetic

heavy ion would lose any of its electrons whose

classical velocity was slower than the ion’s veloc-

ity. This concept lasted for more than 30 years,
with remarkable success. The concept was then

improved by the suggestion of BK that one should
shows the ratio of experimental stopping to SRIM calculation

om 135 papers, and represents 720 data points over 1 MeV/u.

ut 100 MeV/u which show about 5% higher experimental values

losses, and is always a problem with very high energy ions (>10
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consider instead the loss of any electrons whose

velocity was slower than the relative velocity of the

ion to the target medium. This lowered the charge

state of ions since the relative velocity of the ion
was always lower than its absolute velocity. BK

then presented a simple method of calculating this

relative velocity based on considering the target to

be a perfect Fermi conductor. This significantly

improved the calculation of stopping powers [1].

Modern approaches to Bethe–Bloch stopping

equation have been reviewed in detail in [16]. In

this approach, two large components are not well
described by pure theoretical considerations: (1)

the mean ionization energy of the target, com-

monly symbolized using hIi, and (2) the shell

corrections for the target, called C=Z2. The hIi
value for a target corrects for the quantized energy

levels of the target electrons and also any band-

gap and target phase correction. The C=Z2 term

corrects for the Bethe–Bloch assumption that the
ion velocity is much larger than the target electron

velocities. This term is usually calculated by de-

tailed accounting of the particle’s interaction with

each electronic orbit in various elements. Since

both of these terms are only dependent on the

target, they are assumed to be the same for heavy

ions and lighter ions.

An example of SRIM’s stopping accuracy for
heavy ions is shown in Fig. 6. It shows the ratio of

experimental stopping values to SRIM calculation

for ions in Al targets. (Al targets seem to be the

most reliable target to make, since the data scatter

about an average value is the least of that for any

solid.) The data shown are from 135 papers, and

represents 720 data points for ion energies over 1

MeV/u. There are several heavy ion data points at
about 100 MeV/u which show about 5% higher

experimental values than SRIM values. This is of

the order of the estimated nuclear reaction losses,

and is always a problem with very high energy ions

(>10 MeV/u).
5. Anomalous heavy ion stopping values

SRIM uses several different stopping theories to

evaluate the accuracy of experimental stopping

powers. Specifically, calculations are made for all
ions in individual targets (which eliminates com-

mon difficulties with target dependent quantities

such as shell corrections and mean ionization

potentials, discussed above). Calculations are also
made of one heavy ion in all solids, which elimi-

nates some of the difficulties with ion dependent

quantities such as the degree of ion stripping. Also,

calculations are made from fundamental theories

like the Brandt–Kitagawa theory and LSS theory

[17]. If the experimental values are within reason-

able agreement with this set of theoretical calcu-

lations, then the experimental values are weighed
with the theoretical values to obtain final values.

However, at times, significant errors occur in

experimental stopping values and they deviate so

far from theoretical values that they are totally

ignored.

Shown in Fig. 7 is the stopping of Mg ions in all

solids. Note the large number of experimental data

points below 100 keV/u, which diverge from the
SRIM stopping by up to 200%. For Mg ions,

SRIM has an average accuracy of about 9%, the

worst for any ion. Almost lost by the large number

of data points which disagree with SRIM are those

from seven citations which showed values almost

identical to SRIM.

All of the deviant experimental stopping values

were determined by a technique called ‘‘inverted
Doppler shift attenuation’’, IDSA. This technique

relies on the knowledge of the life-time of an ex-

cited nuclear state and is fraught with potential

errors. The technique requires a nuclear reaction

to occur in the target, resulting in an emitted

gamma ray. The gamma ray energy may be shifted

due to motion of the recoiling particle. A partic-

ular source of error occurs if the differential of the
particle energy loss changes much while the par-

ticle is slowing down. Note that in the energy

range of 10–100 keV/u, the energy loss is changing

rapidly with ion velocity, and this is where the

maximum deviation occurs between IDSA stop-

ping values and SRIM. As also shown, SRIM

agrees well with 7 papers which measured stopping

using other methods.
The advantage of the IDSA technique is that it

can be used to determine stopping in difficult tar-

gets such as liquids and also to evaluate bonding

effects in compounds. However, it is often used



Fig. 7. The stopping of Mg ions in all solids. The plot shows experimental stopping values for Mg ions in all solids. This plot shows a

considerable number of data points which differ from SRIM calculations, especially for low energy ions (<100 keV/u). The variation

arises from the use of ‘‘inverted Doppler shift attenuation’’, IDSA, as a method to measure stopping powers. This technique is quite

complex and relies on the knowledge of the life-time of an excited nuclear state (see text) and is fraught with potential errors. As shown,

SRIM calculations are in serious disagreement with the lower energy Mg values of which were determined by IDSA, however it agrees

with 7 papers which measured stopping at the same energies, using other methods.
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without full consideration of its sensitivity to non-

linear effects.
6. SRIM subroutine module

A ‘‘module’’ has been made so that the stopping
and ranges of SRIM may be run as a batch sub-

program for other applications [18]. This allows the

user to use SRIM as a sub-routine of another

application that needs stopping powers and ranges.

The user creates a control file and executes the file

‘‘SRModule.exe’’ which will generate an output

table similar to those normally made by SRIM. The

user can generate the standard file (with stopping
and ranges) or can generate a file which contains

stopping powers for a specific list of energies.
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